**Committee**

Ethics Committee

**Objective of Committee**

Ethics Committee is responsible for overseeing the implementation of, and compliance with the USA Boccia Code of Ethics, the Conflict of Interest Policy, and other policies that fall under the role and responsibilities of the Ethics Committee as designated in the bylaws.

**Committee Chair**

Melanie Yules

**Committee Members**

Kathy Brinker, Charlie Brown, David Christopher, Sharlene Simon, Sarah Walton Kinney, Melanie Yules

**Accomplishments and Activities**

- Developed the USA Boccia Code of Ethics (currently our for review)
- Designed an online reporting form for Ethical Violations
- Adopted the USOPC Conflict of Interest policy (with few modifications)

**Recommendations**

- Review and comment on the completed documents so they can be implemented in 2020

**Future Actions**